CENTRAL BIDDING DEPARTMENT

ADDENDUM No. 1
Patch Cables – RFP #2-20-26
RED CLAY CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Date of Addendum: January 28, 2020
OPENING DATE: February 19, 2020 at 2:00 PM

To all prospective bidders under the specifications and contract documents described above, this Addendum to RFP is being issued to answer the following submitted questions:

1. Can you be more specific about what a “non-botted” patch cord description is. Example, does a boot mean a strain relief that connects the RJ-45 jack to the sheath of the cat 6 cable or does the boot cover the entire RJ-45 jack?

A “non-booted” patch cable does not have anything covering the plastic tab on the RJ45 end that you have to press down on to unplug the patch cable from a jack or switch.

2. Are vendors being asked to provide labor costs related to installation?

No installation required.